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SPRING LOOKS
THE COOLEST LOOKS FOR A
SIZZLIN’ SPRING & SUMMER

NEW PRODUCTS
PRESSED MINERAL BLUSHES
ARE READY TO WEAR

FASHION FORECAST
SEE WHAT’S HOT AND WHAT’S NOT
ON THE SPRING RUNWAYS

www.colorlabcosmetics.com

A Fresh Look at Leftovers
Got a little bit of product leftover in
your mixing jars? Turn your leftover
makeup into an eye catching
point-of-purchase item with the
ﬁve pot swing-out tower. Fill each
pot with a combination of lipstick,
gloss, blush pudding and eye
pudding to turn your remnants into
complimentary color kits for your
clients.
The swing-out tower can also
serve as a handy travel kit or can
even be mass produced, by you, in
colors and textures that reﬂect your
clientele. Each lipstick or lip gloss
base ﬁlls six swing-out pots.
For this packaging, use the
following recipe for all puddings.
Each pudding recipe ﬁlls one
swing-out tower pot.
5 Pot Pudding:
1 large + 1 small scoop frost or MP
3 pumps Fringe Beneﬁt
1 pump Pearl Toner
1 pump Thinner
Package in the swing-out, LC12.
Suggested Retail $37.50

Due to the printing process actual colors may vary

mixology

The “Luminizer”

Lip Primer

Create smooth, youthful, radiant
looking skin with Luminous Face
& Body Shimmer. On the face,
apply on the upper brow bone,
top of the cheekbone and/or
center of forehead; on the body,
apply on tops of shoulders and/or
center of chest.

Many looks for lips this season are very muted, very light. If your
client has a lot of pigment in her lips, it will be difficult to wear some
of the new colors without first applying a lip primer. Apply primer to
the lips to obtain a truer color from your lipstick (works especially well
with very light lip colors). Use the matte formula for normal usage and
the luminous formula for a softer effect on the lips (also a great line
minimizer).

Luminous Face & Body
Shimmer
4 tiny scoops Sunlight Gold MP
4 tiny scoops Medium MP
4 tiny scoops Tiger’s Eye MP
4 tiny scoops Opal Frost
2 tiny scoops Gold Frost
10 ml Pearl Toner
1 pump Fringe Benefit
8 drops Thickener
Package in 1/2 oz jar, FA28
Suggested Retail $26

Coverage Intensiﬁers
Boost mineral powder opacity with two new shades of
coverage intensiﬁer; light and dark. Create natural custom
blend mineral foundations with increased coverage and sun
protection. Can also be used in eyeshadows.

Matte Lipstick Primer:
Long Last Matte Base
.50 White
1 drop Tangerine
1 large scoop Light MP
1 small scoop Medium MP
1 small scoop Coverage Enhancer
2.5 ml Moisture Additive
Package in black & silver
tube, LC2. Suggested Retail $25

Luminous Lipstick Primer:
Long Last Matte Base
.50 White
1 drop Tangerine
4 tiny scoops Opal
1 large scoop Light MP
1small scoop Medium MP
1 small scoop Coverage Enhancer
2.5 ml Moisture Additive
Package in black & silver tube,
LC2. Suggested Retail $25

new products
Pressed Mineral Blushers
We’ve arrived! Blush in Time,
Colorlab‘s luxurious pressed
mineral blush in 8 shades plus
Moonlight luminizer. Free of oils,
talc, and fragrance, these blushers
give the skin a natural vitality and
a fresh glow. Micro-ﬁne, sheer and
silky, these easy to wear shades
will add the perfect touch of color.
Moonlight is a luminous pressed
powder that highlights the skin with
a beautiful natural sheen and a subtle glow. It provides a sheer ultradeluxe polish to the skin as it smoothes and brightens. See the RTW
catalogue for a complete product listing and description with visuals.
To request a catalogue call 1-800-790-2417. To view Colorlab’s online
catalogue: go to www.colorlabcosmetics.com, then navigate to Private
Label, then Catalogue.

mix it up with MAURER
by Tim Maurer,
Colorlab National Makeup Artist
The makeup that designers are
showing across the board for
spring 2005 only looks good
if you’re a Swedish-speaking,
six-foot-tall blonde with
immaculate skin and features,
whose imperfections and her
“just-rolled-out-of-bed-lookingabsolutely-angelic look” make
her even more attractive.
PLEASE! After years of working
on the most expensive faces in the industry, I can tell you – GET A
GRIP! If your clientele, like mine, is much broader than this, some
modification is necessary to beautify your clients with the latest
trends. I translated these looks into colors and shapes that will
work on the rest of America. Trust me, this works on everyone.
Ebony to Ivory!
The big buzz word our industry has birthed recently is satin
finish. What does satin mean? For oily skin, it means almost matte.
For normal skin, it means healthy looking, not slippery. For dry skin,
it means, “I just don’t want to look flaky!”
Every face needs a different amount of coverage and finish. This
can change from day to day; I know it does for me. Yes, I wear
Colorlab! Remember that someday you will be 30, then 40, then 50,
and so on. This meant nothing to me at 20, but it sure does now!
Can you say BOTOX!
Okay, on to the look–and if I do say so myself–ROCK STAR!!!
Foundation should be appropriate to the age and the needs of
the skin. Use more foundation only where necessary. Make the
skin pretty, not perfect. Starlet eyeglaze works on all skin tones
and should be applied on top of a prepared eye. That means
foundation and Colorlab’s amazing new Pressed Powder over the
top. Shivakashi eye shadow should be placed where the eye
shape needs contour. (See examples.) Only groom the brow if it is
necessary to create one and use a Sketch Stick™ brow pencil only
to fill scars or holes. Apply a custom blended brow powder to add
dimension or fullness.
Apply mascara by lifting the lid and getting color all the way to
the base of the lashes. Cecelia blush should be applied from the
lower part of the cheekbone up through the apple of the cheek in
an elongated fashion extending to the temple. We are shaping the
bone—no contouring. The spring trend is unlined lips. About Last
Night creamy lip balm understates the lips for a completely nude
look. For darker skin tones, create more depth by adding more
Mahogany drop by drop.
Tim’s Tip for A Lasting Clientele - Treat every customer with
the respect you deserve and add 50%. Now you’re closer to what
your client needs and wants! Listen! Listen! Listen! We all talk too
much. My clients tell me everything I need to know in the first eight
minutes.

Tim Maurer’s look: Rock Star
About Last Night lip gloss
1/2 Butter Base
.25 Peach + .25 White
.125 Magenta
1 medium scoop Crystal Frost
1 medium scoop Champagne Frost
5 drops Moisture Additive
5 drops Silkening Modiﬁer
5 drops Mint Julep
Package in Slide Tin (LC11)
Cecilia blush
1 tsp. Translucent Modiﬁer
1/2 tsp. Alabaster MP
1 large scoop Alabaster MP
1 large scoop Tourmaline MP
1 tiny scoop Lapis MP

Due to the printing process actual colors may vary

Starlet eye glaze
10 pumps Pearl Toner
5 pumps Thinner
1 tiny scoop Amethyst MP
1 tiny scoop Tourmaline MP
3 tiny scoops Opal Frost
5 pumps White Toner
Shivakashi eyeshadow
1/2 tsp. Light MP
1/8 tsp. Champagne Frost
1/8 tsp. Pink Frost
1 tiny scoop Tourmaline MP
2 tiny scoops Dark MP
MP = Mineral Powder
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Each custom blend product has a number which corresponds
to a product photo and the formula used to create the product
on the following pages (Colors & Formulas)

FRILLY, FLIRTY, FEMININE (Levels 1-4) custom blend
Foundation: custom blend to match client’s skin
Concealer: custom blend to match client’s skin
Cheeks: Apply Flushed blush (1) to apple of cheek and blend up
cheekbone with You’re Blushing brush.
Eyes: Line eyes across top of lid and bottom of lid with Martini
eyeliner. Apply Pink Pudding eye pudding (12) to lid from inner to
outer corner with Blend & Perfect brush. Blend Lace eye glaze (14)
through crease and under eye with All Over It brush. Add a touch of
Button-Button (5) to outer corner of eye with Detail Oriented brush.*
Finish with Amazing Mascara in Black applied to upper and lower
lashes.
Lips: Line lips with Barbie Doll lipstick (7) and Sable Lip brush, then
ﬁll lips in with Rufﬂes lip smoothie (2).
*Alternate eye colors for this look: Apply Gold Coin eye pudding
(13) to lid from inner to outer corner and under eye with Blend &
Perfect brush. Blend Green With Envy shimmer (3) to crease and
angle up in outer corner of eye with In The Shadow brush. Use the
same application and colors for eyeliner and mascara.

EMBELLISHMENT (Levels 4-7) custom blend
Foundation: custom blend to match client’s skin
Concealer: custom blend to match client’s skin
Cheeks: Apply Silk Embroidery blush (2) to apple of cheek and
blend up cheekbone with You’re Blushing brush.
Eyes: Line entire eye with Oceanfront eyeliner (9), Stuck On You
and It’s a Fine Line brush. Apply Rhinestone shadow (6) to outer
corner of lid and under eye with In the Shadow brush. Blend Sequin
shadow (4) from inner corner of eye, through crease to outer corner
of eye with All Over It brush. Then blend Sequin shadow under
eye from inner to outer corner with Detail Oriented brush.* Finish
with Amazing Mascara in Black/Brown applied to upper and lower
lashes.
Lips: Line lips with Mocha lipliner and blot. Apply Champagne
Pearl lipstick (8) to lips and blot. Add Gold Bangle lip smoothie (7)
to ﬁnish look.
*Alternate eye colors for this look: Apply Caviar eyeliner to entire
eye. Apply Smoky Quartz eye glaze (15) to lid from center to outer
corner, then under eye from center to outer corner. Blend Mother
of Pearl shadow (1) to lid and crease from inner corner to outer
brow bone with All Over It brush. Finish with Amazing Mascara in
Black applied to upper and lower lashes.

Due to the printing process actual colors may vary

Buenos Aires Beauty
(all skin levels) custom blend

MID-KNIGHT SUMMER DREAM
(Level 4-7) ready-to-wear

SUNSWEPT DAYS
(Level 1-4) ready-to-wear

Foundation: blend to match client’s skin
Concealer: blend to match client’s skin
Cheeks: Apply Tune Time Tango (3) to
apple of cheek and blend up cheekbone
with You’re Blushing brush.
Eyes: apply Sun Glitz eye pudding (16) to
lid through the crease and smudge under
eye with Blend and Perfect brush. Blend
White Cotton eyeshadow (8) from inner
corner of eye up through brow bone with
All Over It brush. With Detail Oriented
brush, blend same color softly under eye
from inner to outer corner. Line entire eye
with Palmetto Leaf eyeliner (10) mixed with
Stuck On You using It’s a Fine Line brush.
Apply light coat of Amazing Mascara in
Black/Brown to upper and lower lashes.
Lips: Line lips with Berry Sketch Stick™ lip
liner. Softly apply Firecracker lipstick (3) to
lips with Sable Lip Brush, then blot.

Foundation: match client in Superior
Performance shade
Concealer: choose shade in Disguise or
Wisedisguise concealer to blend
Powder: Dark translucent mineral powder
dusted lightly over face with Deluxe Kabuki
brush
Cheeks: Apply Antique Rose in apple of
cheek with You’re Blushing brush
Eyes: Apply Coal shadow to outer corner of
lid and then lightly blend under eye through
the lashline with Detail Oriented brush. Apply
Golden Taupe shadow to inner portion of
lid (top and bottom) and through crease to
the brow bone with All Over It brush. Line all
around eye with Mink eyeliner. Add Black
Amazing Mascara to all lashes.
Lips: Line lips with Cocoa lipliner. Apply
Schmooze lipstick to lips. Finish with Show
Stopper lipgloss.

Foundation: match client in Superior
Performance shade
Concealer: choose shade in Disguise or
Wisedisguise concealer to blend
Powder: Moonlight mineral powder dusted
lightly over face with Deluxe Kabuki brush
Cheeks: Apply Fresh Peach in apple of
cheek with You’re Blushing brush
Eyes: Apply Clove shadow to outer corner
of lid and then lightly blend under eye
through the lashline with Detail Oriented
brush. Apply Peach Suede shadow to
inner portion of lid and through crease with
In the Shadow brush. Blend Star shadow
from inner corner of eye, up thru brow
bone, then lightly under eye from outer to
inner corner with All Over It brush. Line top
lid at lashline and slightly under bottom of
eye (outer corner) with Beaujolais eyeliner.
Add Black/Brown Amazing Mascara to all
lashes.
Lips: Line lips with Twig lipliner. Apply
Puppy Love lipstick to lips. Finish with
Along for the Ride lipgloss.

Do you have a look that kills? Send in a face chart with a description of products, formulas, and application techniques. If selected, Colorlab will showcase your look. Send looks to Colorlab Magazine, 1112 5th Avenue, Rockford, IL 61104.
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LIPSTICK
1 Melon Ball
Butter base
.25 + .25 + .125 Peach
.25 + .25 Wineberry
.25 Cocoa
.125 + 1 drop Red Red
2 drops Marigold
1 drop Paprika
1 large scoop Pink Frost
1 small scoop Sand Frost
2 tiny scoops Sienna Frost
1 tiny scoop Crystal Frost
.5 ml Moisture Additive
2 Equator
Butter base
.50 + .50 Paprika
.25 + .125 Flame
.125 Marigold
.125 Ochre
1 drop Black
2 tiny scoops Copper Frost
1 tiny scoop Russet Frost
1 tiny scoop Gold Frost
3 Firecracker
Crème base
.25 + .25 + .25 + .25 Wineberry
.25 + .25 + .25 + .25 Peach
.25 + .25 Ochre
.25 + .25 Magenta
.125 + .125 Mahogany
.125 + .125 Blackberry
1 large scoop Medium MP
1 ml Moisture Additive
4 St. Tropez
Crème base
.125 Wineberry
1 small scoop Sand Frost
1 small scoop Fuchsia Frost
4 tiny scoops Gold Frost
3 tiny scoops Champagne Frost
2 tiny scoops Copper Frost
1 tiny scoop Crystal Frost
3 tiny scoops Twinkle Foil
2 tiny scoops Nugget Foil
2 ml Moisture Additive

5 Sun Tea
Matte base
.50 + .25 Peach
.50 + .125 Brown
.25 + .25 Tangerine
3 tiny scoops Champagne Frost
3 tiny scoops Sand Frost
3 tiny scoops Pink Frost
2 tiny scoops Opal Frost
.5 ml Moisture Additive
6 drops Silkening Modiﬁer
6 Creamsicle
Matte base
.25 + .25 + .50 Coral
.25 + .25 + .50 Peach
.25 + .125 Mahogany
5 tiny scoops Sand Frost
5 tiny scoops Crystal Frost
.5 ml Moisture Additive
7 Barbie Doll
Matte base
.50 + .50 White
.50 + .50 Peach
.50 Magenta
.50 Coral
5 tiny scoops Sand Frost
5 tiny scoops Crystal Frost
1 tiny scoop Opal Frost
4 tiny scoops Twinkle Foil
1 ml Moisture Additive
6 drops Silkening Modiﬁer
8 Champagne Pearl
Matte base
.50 + .50 + .50 Peach
.25 + .25 + .25 Mahogany
.125 + .125 + .125 Cocoa
1 tiny + 1 small scoop Opal Frost
4 tiny scoops Sand Frost
2 ml Moisture Additive
3 drops Silkening Modiﬁer
9 Kissy Face
Crème base
.25 Red Red
.25 Peach
1 small scoop Violet Frost
1 small scoop Sienna Frost
4 tiny scoops Bronze Frost
4 tiny scoops Pink Gold Frost
1.5 ml Moisture Additive

4

8

10 Tropical Punch
Butter base
.50 + .25 Peach
.50 + .25 Red Red
1 small scoop Pink Gold Frost
3 tiny scoops Sand Frost
3 tiny scoops Twinkle Foil
11 Mid-Knight Kiss
Butter base
.25 + .25 + .25 + .25 Blackberry
.25 + .25 Wineberry
1 large scoop Copper Frost
12 Skin
Butter base
.50 Peach
.25 + 1 drop Coral
1 drop Tangerine
.125 + 1 drop Brown
.125 Mahogany
1 drop Magenta
2 drops Marigold
1 tiny scoop Gold Frost

LIP GLOSS
1 Esposito
1/2 Gloss base/1/2 Glace base
3 drops Peach
2 drops Wineberry
2 drops Blackberry
Package in pot or wand
2 Rufﬂes
Smoothie base
4 drops Peach
4 drops Magenta
1 tiny scoop Pink Frost
3 Sun Goddess
Smoothie base
1 drop White
1 drop Cocoa
1 drop Peach
4 tiny scoops Champagne Frost
2 tiny scoops Opal Frost
4 Amore
Gloss base
.25 Blackberry
.25 Wineberry
3 drops Brown

Due to the printing process actual colors may vary

BLUSH EYESHADOWS, GLAZES & PUDDINGS
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5 Cosmopolitan
Glace base
1 drop Red Red
2 drops Peach
4 tiny scoops Twinkle Foil
6 Del Sol
Gloss base
.125 Peach
2 drops Blackberry
1 drop Wineberry
2 tiny scoops Copper Frost
7 Gold Bangle
Gloss base
1 small scoop Pink Gold Frost
1 small scoop Sand Frost
1 tiny scoop Opal Frost
1 tiny scoop Crystal Frost
8 Capri
Glace base
.125 Peach
1 drop White
1 drop Brown
1 drop Marigold
1 drop Magenta
1 tiny scoop Crystal Frost
1 tiny scoop Sand Frost
9 Brazil Nights
1/2 Gloss base/1/2 Glace base
1 small scoop Champagne Frost
1 small scoop Blush Foil
2 tiny scoops Twinkle Foil
Package in pot or wand

BLUSH
1 Flushed
1/2 t. Medium MP
1/2 t. Translucent Modiﬁer
1/8 t. Tourmaline MP
1/2 t. Sand Frost
1/8 t. Coral Frost
1/8 t. Gold Frost
2 Silk Embroidery
1/2 t. Translucent Modiﬁer
1/4 t. Sunlight Gold MP
1/4 t. Dark MP
1/4 t. Light MP
1/4 t. Tourmaline MP
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3 Tune Time Tango
3/4 t. Translucent Modiﬁer
1/2 t. Light MP
1/4 t. Tourmaline MP
1/8 t. Pink Gold Frost
1/8 t. Opal Frost

EYESHADOW
1 Mother of Pearl
eyeshadow shimmer
1/2 t. Medium MP
1/8 t. Sunstone MP
1/2 t. Champagne Frost
1/8 t. Opal Frost
4 tiny scoops Gold Frost
2 Island
eyeshadow shimmer
1/4 t. + 8 tiny scoops Gold Frost
1/4 t. Pink Gold Frost
1/4 t. Sienna Frost
1/4 t. Amber MP
3 Green with Envy
eyeshadow shimmer
3/4 t. Moonlight Pearl MP
1/4 t. Jade MP
1/8 t. + 4 tiny scoops Crystal Frost
1 tiny scoop Lapis MP
4 Sequin
eyeshadow shimmer
1/2 t. Moonlight Pearl MP
1/4 t. Sunlight Gold MP
2 tiny scoops Lapis MP
1 tiny scoop Saturated Blue
1/4 t. + 1/8 t. Opal Frost
5 Button-Button
eyeshadow matte
1/2 t. + 1/4 t. Saturated Blue MP
1/4 t. Gold Frost
6 Rhinestone
eyeshadow shimmer
1/2 t + 2 tiny scoops Silver Frost
1/4 t + 2 tiny scoops Champagne Frost
1/2 t. Gold Frost
2 tiny scoops Onyx MP

7 Soda Pop
eyeshadow matte
1/2 t. Light MP
1/2 t. Translucent Modiﬁer
1/2 t. Tourmaline MP
8 White Cotton
eyeshadow and/or liner shimmer
1/2 t. Moonlight Pearl MP
1/2 t. Crystal Frost
1/8 t. Opal Frost
2 tiny scoops Gold Frost
1 tiny scoop Pink Frost
1/8 t. Twinkle Foil
9 Oceanfront
eyeliner
1/2 t. Onyx MP
1/2 t. Lapis MP
1/4 t. Silver Frost
1/8 t. Gold Frost
10 Palmetto Leaf
eyeliner
1/2 t. Agate MP
1/4 t. Onyx MP
1/4 t. Copper Frost
1/4 t. Bronze Frost
11 Jet Set
eye glaze
1 small scoop Amber MP
1 small scoop Saturated Yellow MP
1 small scoop Gold Frost
10 pumps Pearl Toner
10 pumps Thinner
3 pumps Fringe Beneﬁt
12 Pink Pudding
eye pudding
1 large scoop Pink Gold Frost
1 large scoop Champagne Frost
1 small scoop Pink Frost
2 tiny scoops Twinkle Foil
8 pumps Fringe Beneﬁt
3 pumps Pearl Toner
3 pumps Thinner

Seasonal Display (DIS7) holds:
12 wands (LC14),
12 lipstick tubes (LC2),
16 pots (LC13/PP2)

13 Gold Coin
eye pudding
1 large + 1 small scoop Gold Frost
1 large scoop Champagne Frost
1 large scoop Silver Frost
3 tiny scoops Jade MP
8 pumps Fringe Beneﬁt
3 pumps Pearl Toner
3 pumps Thinner
14 Lace
eye glaze
1 large scoop Gold Frost
1 small scoop Crystal Frost
1 small scoop Moonlight Pearl MP
10 pumps Pearl Toner
10 pumps Thinner
3 pumps Fringe Beneﬁt
15 Smoky Quartz
eye glaze
1 large scoop Bronze Frost
1 small scoop Onyx MP
10 pumps Pearl Toner
10 pumps Thinner
3 pumps Fringe Beneﬁt
16 Sun Glitz
eye pudding
1 large scoop Sand Frost
1 small scoop Champagne Frost
1 small scoop Gold Frost
5 tiny scoops Copper Frost
4 tiny scoops Nugget Frost
3 tiny scoops Twinkle Frost
2 tiny scoops Crystal Frost
8 pumps Fringe Beneﬁt
3 pumps Pearl Toner
3 pumps Thinner

sales secret weapon:link selling
L
ink selling has been one of
the cornerstones of success for
prestige cosmetic companies.
Make the most of your cosmetic
sales by utilizing link selling in
your business. Excellent selling
techniques can make your cosmetic business a huge success.
Taking a little time to train your
staff on some of these techniques
is all it will take. The most essential technique is “link selling”.
For example, if your client is purchasing a lipstick, your link sell might
be lip liner and lip gloss. Most prestige cosmetic companies ask their
counter staff to sell an average of 2.5 items per transaction (IPT). If
sales associates are able to consistently maintain an IPT of 2.5, they
will always make their goals and earn more money for themselves and
their company.
Most people will come to a makeup counter willing to buy more
than what they came in for. The key is to identify what those items are!
This is link selling. If your staff is not trained on link selling or could
use a refresher, you can use the guidelines below to educate your staff
and transform your makeup counter into a proﬁt center.
Linking Guidelines
1. Find a Need - In the short time you have with each client, you need
to ﬁnd out why she is buying each item so that you can link additional
items. For example, a client comes in for a new lipstick. In order to
choose the proper color, you ask what it’s for (work, home, special
occasion, etc.). She tells you she needs it for her new job. LINK: You
bring up lip liner to give her a more ﬁnished look and keep lipstick in
place and/or ﬁnishing powder to set her makeup and keep it looking
fresh all day at work. Not only have you sold another item or two, you
have started a relationship with this client.
2. Various Successful Links - Every product has several other items
which can be linked to it.
• Lipstick: lip liner, lip gloss, lip brush
• Eye shadow: coordinating shadow, eyeliner, mascara, shadow
brushes
• Blush: blush brush, ﬁnishing powder, foundation
• Oil-free foundation: ﬁnishing powder, blemish camouﬂage, oil-free
skincare products
*You can even have your staff make their own lists of each item and its
“link” items so that they are prepared when in front of a client.
3. Educate - “Knowledge is Power”. Empower your staff by educating them on your products and current trends. Link selling is so much
easier when you know what you’re selling. You also need to keep current by bringing in updated “looks” for your staff. You can cut out looks
from fashion magazines and place them on a board in the back room.
(Remember your Colorlab Cosmetics Newsletter is always a good

By Lisa Ryan, Director of Education

reference as well). For example, a woman comes in asking for an
updated look (she’s been wearing the same look too long). You change
her lipstick and eyeshadow shades. LINK: add gloss to update her look
and new brushes to create a different shadow application.
4. Partner with Staff Members in Different Departments - Staff
members from other departments of your salon/spa can bring you
new clients by using link selling techniques. Partner with them for
maximum sales. For example, your colorist has a client who wants
to “change her look”. LINK: she suggests custom makeup that will
tie in the new hair color and can be created for her while her hair
color is processing. Another example; your esthetician is doing
micro-dermabrasion on a client. LINK: she suggests mineral powder
products to keep her client’s skin looking and feeling great. Link selling
techniques can lead the way to building your cosmetic business and
boosting your company’s proﬁts!

spoon to the rescue
Colorlab Director of Education offers some great “in a pinch” tips using a
metal teaspoon.
1. Eyelash Curler—Use a spoon to curl your eyelashes. Hold the spoon
over your eye at the base of your lashes (your eye ﬁts inside the cup of
the spoon) and press your lashes over the edge of the spoon with your
thumb and hold momentarily. Work the spoon up your lashes to create
an even curl.
2. Poof to Puffy Eyes—Say goodbye to puffy eyes. Take a cold spoon
(put it in the refrigerator or under cold water for a minute) and hold the
cup side of the spoon over your eyes for one minute.
3. Easy Eyebrow Shaper—Place the tip of the spoon at the inside of
your brow above the bridge of your nose and follow the curve outward to
the end of your brow for an easy brow shaper. Just be sure the spoon
is your standard tableware teaspoon sized spoon or you could be in for
some unconventional brow shaping.

success stories

An Interview with Lee Tillet, Professional Makeup Artist/Esthetician and
owner of Kroma Makeup Studio, Florida.
How long has Kroma Makeup Studio been in business?
I started Kroma Makeup Studio in 1999 in a small rented room.
Why did you start your own business? I worked as a makeup artist
(and National Makeup Artist) for several major cosmetics lines for the
last eighteen years and I recognized opportunities and needs that were
not being met. I thoroughly immerse myself in what I do and I was
limited in a creative sense by the organizations that I worked with.
What did you see as the unmet needs? First, I was unable to
address women’s beauty beyond the physical. At Kroma, we build
relationships and get to know our clients. We focus our attention on
more than just their looks alone—we consider their inner beauty and
draw it out through our one-on-one sessions. As a result, we have a
less than 1% return rate on our products. Second, there is pressure
to close a sale in half an hour and I don’t feel that you can educate
properly and thoroughly in that amount of time. Third, the lines I worked
with had limited skin tone ranges. They were designed primarily for
Caucasian women and I was frustrated that I could not help ﬁll the
beauty needs of women of other ethnicities
What to you do to meet these needs? We offer makeup to match
every woman’s skin tone. Forty percent of our clients are African
American and Asian—and that percentage is growing. We give our
clients very focused attention during our one hour sessions and offer
multiple levels of education.
Can you describe a typical makeup session? Women have become
more educated about makeup and my clients usually have a pretty
good idea about what they want. After discussing their needs and
concerns, before we even start with makeup, I address their brows. We
sculpt their eyebrows according to their eyes and face structure—the
eyebrows are an essential part of their transformation. We then work
with our clients to choose and apply makeup accordingly.
We take a great deal of time to educate our clients on the unique
qualities of our makeup, touch on current trends and teach them
application techniques. This develops strong, loyal relationships—a
personal relationship and a product relationship—both of which drive
repeat business.
How did you decide to carry Colorlab? We needed to streamline our

purchasing process. Before discovering Colorlab, we purchased our
products from anywhere between six to eight different vendors because
we could not ﬁnd the quality, variety, and ﬂexibility across an entire
makeup line. We do not treat our clients like they are just another
number, nor do we want to be treated that way. Colorlab provides great
customer service—they are responsive to our needs.
What products did you start with? We actually started with
Colorlab’s ready-to-wear Superior Performance foundation and Wise
Disguise concealer. We have been custom blending foundations
and powders since the beginning, but Colorlab allows us to take it
to a higher level. The product quality is better, it allows for extreme
creativity and we are to customize an entire line.
How have your clients responded to the new line? Our clients love it.
We have been able to migrate most of our clients to Colorlab products
easily by custom blending their favorite shades and offering them a
higher quality product.
How do you get new clients? About seventy-ﬁve percent of our
clients come from referrals. We work with professionals across
all levels of beauty enhancement which include cosmetic dentists,
plastic surgeons, as well as salons and spas. We have done minimal
advertising in local magazines. Our website, www.kromamakeup.com
brings in new business as well as connects us with existing clients.
How many people work in your business? Our team consists of
an ofﬁce assistant/appointment setter, our senior makeup artist, a
stockroom employee, and myself. I also use certain freelance makeup
artists, who I have trained, to assist us when we are busy.
What types of services do you offer? We offer over twenty-ﬁve
specially designed makeup and waxing services , including classes,
and there are more in development as we speak.
Tell me about your classes. We offer customized monthly classes
for our existing or new clients. Some classes follow themes; others
are designed to be tailored on the spot to reﬂect the collective needs
of the participants. We also, upon request, offer advanced classes for
industry professionals.
Do these classes generate a lot of income? Yes. Although the class
is not a sales pitch, the education that attendees receive helps them to
select the products that work for them. It is an experience that exceeds
their expectations and we leave them hungry for more....
How do you price your products? We are competitive with all of
the department store lines and sometimes we offer sales that they
cannot match. I ﬁnd sales very effective in getting clients to try new
products—a sale can be just the incentive they need to make the
decision to buy.
What advice would you have for those who are thinking about using
one of Colorlab’s lines? If you are looking for high quality products
for your clients, Colorlab has them. I would also advise people to
look at their purchasing processes. When we were dealing with so
many manufacturers, it took me away from doing makeup—it cost my
business in terms of time and money.
If creativity drives you, custom blending offers you and your clients
tremendous creative opportunities.

fashion forecast

Pretty, Feminine, Global Get Real For Spring With touches of romance and whimsy, a profusion of skirts and global
influence woven throughout, spring toned down fall’s opulence and
signaled a return to innocence and decidedly wearable fashion.
A Softer Silhouette - The season’s silhouette has a softer
shape and is looser and more flowing than seasons past. With just
remnants of the bare-it-all body-conscious styles remaining, spring
brings back modest, fuller flattering shapes that move beyond the girl
appeal to capture women’s fancy.
Skirting the Issue - Skirts made a huge splash on the runways
in styles to complement every shape. With a-line, pencil, pleated,
gathered, poufy, tiered, fan tail and full prairie skirts to choose from,
fuller skirts were the dominant trend. Hemlines tended to hover just
above or below the knee.
Topping it Off - Unstructured jackets in short and mid lengths,
loose, billowing blouses and trenches top things off. No matter the
shape or size, the top trend accentuates the waist through its form or
its pairing with a belt or sash.
Global Influence - Incorporated into this season’s fashion were
influences from the far reaches of Morocco, Eastern Europe, the Far
East and the styles of the Old West and Native American culture.
Embroidery, beads, brocade, appliqués, tiny mirrors and bright
threads gave modern silhouettes an ethnic feel.
Bottoms on the Upswing - While pants and shorts were upstaged
by skirts during fashion week, they will undoubtedly remain strong off
the runway. Waistbands are trending higher with some rising to the
natural waistline and legs are wider. Capris from the ankle lengths to
just below the knee remain popular while shorts are either very short
or just above the knee.
Accessory Accents - Shoes and jewelry make strong statements
on their own. Shoes varied widely—sandals were high heeled and
strappy, closed toe pointy and flat with jewel or ethnic adornments.
The wedge shoes and espadrilles make a comeback while Mary
Janes remain well heeled. Jewelry in the form of bangles, bold metal
circles and natural toned layered necklaces add to the ethnic feel of
the season.
The Palette - Colors ranged from variations of white to other
neutrals including black, brown, cream and brown to dusty pastels
in purple, pink, yellow and green to stronger hues in turquoise,
coral, red and blue green. Metallic gold and bronze tones were also
important as were prints in ethnic, abstract and flora/fauna designs.
The Beauty Story - Makeup this season trends towards soft,
healthy glow in a neutral palette. Check out pages 3-4 for the latest
spring looks.

Roberto Cavalli

Chanel

Louis Vuitton
Dior

Zac Posen

UPCOMING TRADE SHOWS
Sign Up For Custom Blending Classes Now
Colorlab will be holding hands-on classes at all the
trade shows listed below. These classes offer an
overview of all of Colorlab’s custom blend systems and
information on how you can make the most of them
in your business. Colorlab’s classes ﬁll up quickly.
To ensure your spot, be sure to pre-register. Look
for our postcard listing the times and dates of
the classes prior to each show.
April 30-May 2, 2005
IECSC (International Esthetics Cosmetics & Spa
Conference)
Convention Center, Las Vegas, Nevada
June 4-6, 2005
America’s Expo for Skin Care & Spa
Navy Pier, Chicago, Illinois
Other dates and locations to be announced.

COLORLAB TRAINING
If you currently sell or have recently purchased any of
Colorlab’s custom blend systems: Lipstick, Foundation or
Mineral Powder, you are eligible for a free training session. If
you would like a training session in your facility, please call us for
details. To schedule your training call us at 1-800-790-2417.

HELP IS JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY!
With the purchase of any of Colorlab’s custom blend systems, you can schedule
a call with a Colorlab Phone Coach. Coaches will be available to answer any
questions or address any concerns you may have with any of Colorlab’s custom
blend systems. If you are unable to schedule training, your phone coach can
help train you over the phone! Call 1-800-790-2417.

BULK PRICING ON READY-TO-WEAR SHADES
Your favorite ready-to-wear shades are available in bulk.
Call us at 1-800-790-2417 for details.

STAY IN TOUCH
Let us know what you think. Tell us what new products and services you would
like for us to offer. Tell us about your favorite Colorlab custom blend products
you have created—we may even feature them in our newsletter. Please feel
free to call us at 1-800-790-2417 or email us at
contactus@colorlabcosmetics.com.

ON-LINE CATALOGUE
Visit the on-line catalogue by going to www.colorlabcosmetics.com, navigate
to private label, then catalogue and follow instructions provided.

